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Royal Society of Chemistry

The world’s leading chemistry community

- Over 49,000 members
- Leading international not-for-profit publisher
- Scientific policy and education
- Conferences and events
Royal Society of Chemistry

A global community
The Royal Society of Chemistry

Advancing excellence in the chemical sciences

Shaping the future of the chemical sciences for the benefit of science and humanity

RSC Activities

- International not-for profit Publisher
- Conferences & Events
- Professional Body Qualifications
- Library and Information Centre
- Learned Society Charity
- Education Facilitator
- Science Policy - campaigning organisation
- Global Membership Organisation
Leading international publisher

- Our publishing activities span books, e-books, journals, databases and magazines

Quantity – Article Growth

2015 NEW!!
High impact journals

1. Chemical Science - 8.6
2. ChemComm - 6.7
3. Chem Soc Rev - 30.4
4. Energy & Environmental Science - 15.4
5. Nanoscale - 6.7
6. Dalton Transactions - 4.0
7. Green Chemistry - 6.8
8. Lab on a Chip - 5.7
Publishers

**2013 Impact Factors: Third of our journals IF > 5 (83% IF > 3)**
Open Access
and our policies

http://rsc.li/open-access
Summary: Current situation

OA is fast moving, we are in a transition period

Individual funding agency mandates - varying policies which can be confusing

Publisher experimentation continues

Rapid growth of OA journals and institutional repositories

RSC wants to work with the community to support them, and be involved in the on-going discussions
Our Stance

“RSC supports Open Access models which seek to ensure that scholarly publishing activities operate in a long-term sustainable way”

- Maximise availability and accessibility of research
- Maintain standards and ethics of publishing
- Provide a quality service

Gold OA is the best option – sustainable and provides immediate access
Services we provide

- **Supporting** the research community by providing journals that support the dissemination of research
- Managing submissions and **peer-review**
- Recruitment, training and support of Editors & Editorial Boards
- Editing / typesetting / issue production
- Publication (online & print) & **dissemination**
- **Archiving** – creating a permanent record
- Discoverability / **promotion** / marketing / sales
- Innovations

To achieve this we need to operate a sustainable business model
Our policies

- **Gold OA option** available since 2006:
  - £1,000 (communication)
  - £1,600 (full paper)
  - £2,500 (review)

- Discounts for key customers
  - RSC members and institutes subscribing to journal packages

Allow authors to deposit accepted article version in a non-commercial repository; embargo period of 12 months applies
Please note that you **must** deposit your crystal structures and obtain CCDC deposition numbers prior to submission. You must also ensure that any revised crystal structures are deposited with the CCDC prior to submitting your revised manuscript. See [http://rsc.li/crystal-faq](http://rsc.li/crystal-faq) for more information.

**Accepted manuscripts**

If accepted, would you like the unedited and unformatted version of your article to be published as an Accepted Manuscript? [More Details]

- Yes
- No

For Accepted Manuscript publication, please note that the authors’ names will appear in the article listing in the form and in the order entered in the author details on page 2. Once the final version is published, the names in the listing will appear as given in the manuscript.

**Chemical Sciences Repository**

Would you like the Accepted Version of your article to automatically appear in the Chemical Sciences Repository (following a set period of time after publication)?

- Yes

The Chemical Sciences Repository is a Royal Society of Chemistry initiative that allows the scientific community to easily deposit, share and discover high quality open access research from across the chemical sciences, find out more information [here](http://rsc.li/crystal-faq). If your funding agency requires you to make your research Open Access, this option may allow you to meet those requirements.
A unique initiative by the Royal Society of Chemistry

Help support **funder-led evolution** to Gold OA

Rewards institutions that subscribe to the *RSC Gold* journal package

Subscription value awarded as ‘credit’ to make papers available via Gold OA, **free of charge**

Successful UK pilot scheme: ‘value’ of credits distributed to **exceed £1m**

Gold OA credits are now **available worldwide** to all institutions that subscribe to *RSC Gold*
What’s the feedback?

Librarians

"The Gold for Gold initiative is a great opportunity to introduce the Open Access Road to our researchers in Chemistry."
Margareta Fathli, Librarian, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden

Academics

"With research budgets tight, ensuring that exciting results reach the widest possible audience is often difficult…I am therefore delighted to be the first recommended for this scheme by my School...."
Dr Ian Lane, Lecturer, QUB, UK
Benefits of Gold for Gold

Authors
- Easy solution to increasing pressure to publish OA
- Get more visibility for their research
- A chance to experiment with this model

Librarians
- Great for relations with faculty
- Become more actively involved with OA

Institution
- Profile is raised
Gold for Gold

The Gold for Gold initiative rewards all institutions that subscribe to RSC Gold with voucher codes to make papers Open Access, free of charge.

Gold for Gold Applications

Contact your institution’s Open Access team or Library to request a Gold for Gold voucher.

Complete the [online application form](#).

Your article must have been accepted for publication before an application can be processed.
How to Apply for Open Access

Open Access applications should be submitted as soon as possible after acceptance.

There are three main parts to an Open Access application:

• Gold for Gold voucher code *Or* payment;
• Online application;
• Open Access Licence to Publish form.
Gold for Gold

Contact details

DOI number (CXJJJXXXXXL)

Full name of Institution

Voucher Code: (Au-XXXXXXX)

Further Notes: add funding agency information if your funding agency mandates Gold Open Access.
A new Licence to Publish

On completion of the online application form you should also complete and return a scanned copy of the Open Access Licence to Publish form to RSC1@rsc.org

An Open Access licence will replace the licence completed at submission.

We offer two Creative Commons licences, which allow compliance with UK funding agency mandates.
Choosing a Licence

We offer a choice between CC BY and CC BY-NC.

The choice of licence depends on two main considerations:
• Preference of your funding agency, if any.
• Whether you wish to restrict use of the work to non-commercial (‘NC’) purposes.

Articles published in PPS, PCCP or NJC have licences specific to the journal.
Where to find the Licence

All Open Access licence forms can be downloaded [here](#).

- **CC BY Licence for most journals**
- **CC BY Licence for Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics**
- **CC BY-NC Licence for most journals**
Completing the Licence

The Work (title and brief description of the submission):

The Author(s) (names and affiliations). Please note: all Authors must have been informed of the full content of the Work at the time of submission.

If the Author(s) does not own the copyright in the Work, state who the Owner is (giving name and address) and state why the Author(s) does not own the copyright in the Work (e.g. the Author(s) wrote the Work in the course of employment with the Owner).

If the Author(s) is the Owner then, where used below, "the Owner" means the Author(s).

If the Work is funded by a funding agency and the Work needs to be deposited in that funding agency’s repository of choice, mark the box below and give the name of the funding agency.

☐ Funding agency __________

e.g. Wellcome Trust

The Work consists of the paper or other contribution, including but not limited to, the text of the paper, figures, illustrations, diagrams and tables ("the Paper") and the accompanying supplementary material, that is, material that relates to the Paper that will not be made available as part of the Paper, but that will be made available electronically only ("the Supplementary Material").

1. In consideration of the RSC agreeing evaluating the Work for publication by the RSC (and publishing the Work if it so decides) the Owner grants to the RSC the exclusive right and licence throughout the world to edit, adapt, translate, reproduce and publish the Paper and a non-exclusive right and licence throughout the world to edit,
Loading the Licence

Please photocopy or take a high quality picture of the completed licence form.
You should ensure that all sections of the form are clearly visible, otherwise you may be requested to re-send it.

Send the form as an email attachment to RSC1@rsc.org, quoting the paper number.
Successful Applications

The application is successful when:

- An online application has been received;
- A valid Gold for Gold voucher has been provided OR payment has been confirmed;
- The Licence to Publish form has been successfully completed.
Successful Applications

Studies Towards the Synthesis of Halomon: Asymmetric Hexafunctionalisation of Myrcene
D. Christopher Braddock, Alison X Gao, Andrew J. P. White and Mariko Whyte
Chem. Commun., 2014, Accepted Manuscript
DOI: 10.1039/C4CC06234E, Communication

Chemical Communications
Urgent high quality communications from across the chemical sciences.
Impact Factor: 6.716 100 Issues per Year  Indexed in MEDLINE

Communication
Studies Towards the Synthesis of Halomon: Asymmetric Hexafunctionalisation of Myrcene
D. Christopher Braddock, Alison X Gao, Andrew J. P. White and Mariko Whyte
Chem. Commun., 2014, Accepted Manuscript
DOI: 10.1039/C4CC06234E
Received 24 Aug 2014, Accepted 16 Sep 2014
First published online 18 Sep 2014
This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence.

Creative Commons Licence type
If your work has been funded by a Europe PubMed Central Funder and has been made Gold Open Access, we will be able to deposit the article of record in both PubMed Central and Europe PubMed Central.

A full list of Europe PubMed Central funders can be found at: http://europepmc.org/Funders/.

Be sure to include your funding information in the relevant fields on both the Open Access Licence to Publish form and your Gold Open Access application.
The Deposition Process

Before we make a PubMed Central deposition, we ensure that:

✓ Gold Open Access has been applied to the article.
✓ The article has been published in a journal issue.

Once we have deposited your article into the PubMed Central repository, it may take several weeks for the deposition to be approved and assigned a PMC ID. The article will then be added to Europe PubMed Central within 3 business days.
FAQs

• My paper has already been published. Can I apply for Open Access? **Yes.**
• Can I make my book chapter Open Access? **No, Open Access is available only for journal articles.**
• My article is in peer review. Can I apply for Open Access? **Please wait until your article has been formally accepted for publication.**
• I have just submitted a paper and I would like to publish Open Access. Should I complete the normal Licence to Publish form? **Yes. Please complete the first licence when requested at submission to avoid delays at publication.**
Contact

Please contact our Open Access administration team at RSC1@rsc.org or your journal editorial office. We will be happy to answer any queries you may have regarding our options for Open Access.
After publication

Promotion via:
- Journal publishers
- Magazines / websites
- University
- You!

Article downloaded and read:
- Recognition from peers
- Citations
Kudos helps researchers explain, enrich and share their publications for greater research impact.

It builds on three core principles:

- Readers are increasingly struggling to filter the growing quantity of published research.
- Information that supports the ability of users to filter their searches – such as lay summaries and impact statements – often exists but is not made public.
- Authors are in the best position to increase the awareness and impact of their work, but they don't always know how.
Thank you!

Come visit us at our stand to find out more

More information:
http://rsc.li/open-access
http://rsc.li/goldforgold

E-mail: OConnorB@RSC.ORG
Twitter: @btdoconnor
Paid Open Access

Authors can choose to pay an article processing fee to make their article Open Access.

The fees for Open Access are dependent on the article type. Information regarding the fees can be found on our [website](#).

If you do not have a Gold for Gold voucher and you wish to apply for paid Open Access, please complete the [online form](#).
Paid Open Access

Complete contact details and manuscript number as you would for the Gold for Gold application

15% discount for RSC members and institutions with RSC Gold subscription

Funding agency
If you are situated in an EU member state or Canada please provide VAT details.

- Full name of the person handling the invoice
- Full name of the institution as well as the full address. Please avoid abbreviations.
- Contact telephone number with area code

Purchase order number

If you are situated in an EU member state or Canada please provide VAT details.